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“ Everything about Steve Bonham
and The Long Road is out of the ordinary.”

- Maverick Magazine
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STEVE BONHAM
AND THE LONG ROAD

Artisan Creative presents

“Ambitious, hypnotic, brooding, 
infused with sadness and joy, 

capturing the panorama of its 
physical and emotional canvas ... 

irresistible.”
- Mike Davies, Fatea Magazine

globe thelongroadband.net

bandcamp thelongroadband.bandcamp.com

spotify bit.ly/spotifythelongroadband

facebook-square thelongroadbanduk

youtube-square thelongroadband

instagram-square thelongroadband

twitter-square thelongroadband

Youtube

The Long Road were formed with a single mad idea to go back to the source to 
explore and reimagine what might grow out of the great musical roots of USA.
Distil something original and powerful to make moonshine music!

Short biog:

The Long Road were formed with 
a single mad idea to go back to the 
source to explore and reimagine what 
might grow out of the great musical 
roots of USA.

A crazy notion to try distil something 
original and powerful from the 
elements that made some of the 
most potent music ever heard by 
human ears.

The band call it Moonshine Music: 
taking a few simple, authentic 
ingredients adding a little heat and 
magic to try to conjure up some rare, 
raw spirit.

Their music is definitely acoustic but 
of a powerful and stirring kind. Big 
melodies and great riffs abound and 
the stories they wrap round them are 
intimate and expansive, funny and 
moving.

Longer biog:

Videos on website

https://www.thelongroadband.net
https://thelongroadband.bandcamp.com
https://bit.ly/spotifythelongroadband
https://www.facebook.com/thelongroadbanduk
https://www.youtube.com/thelongroadband
https://www.instagram.com/thelongroadband
https://www.twitter.com/thelongroadband
https://www.thelongroadband.net/press
https://www.thelongroadband.net/press


Who is who?
Steve Bonham
Vocals and guitar

Chris ‘the Bishop’ Lydon
Piano, organ, vocals & percussion

Kev Moore
Bass, guitar, vocals & percussion

“Make no mistake about it!
Steve Bonham and The Long 

Road are a British band, but 
their interpretation of American 

styles is tantamount to anything 
their transatlantic brethren have 

released in recent years.”
- Indie Source Radio

“ Everything about
Steve Bonham and The Long Road

is out of the ordinary.”
- Maverick Magazine

Contacts

Steve Bonham, band member
steve@artisan-creative.com
+447711 788248

Chris Lydon, band member
chris@artisan-creative.com
+447816 996769

Charlotte Elizabeth, 
artist development
Halo Music Creative
charlotte@arcradio.online
+447703 658516

Graham Steel, promoter
Graham Steel Music Company
grahamsteelevents@gmail.com
+447985 359654

• Original songs as wide and free 
as the canvas of the American 
Wilderness itself

• Unique stories based on real 
experiences

• Songs and tales to make you laugh, 
be inspired and to wonder

• A celebration of the great gumbo of 
humanity of the southern USA

Unique selling points
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Some numbers
Spotify listens

245,000+
YouTube views

285,000+
Social media followers

8,400+

Artisan Creative’s vision is to be a 
catalyst for artisan values in music, 
written word & performance, 
producing art that is inclusive, 
timeless & generous.

Watch our documentary: Rise of the Artisan
https://bit.ly/riseoftheartisan

(Aug 2021)

https://bit.ly/riseoftheartisan

